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A TOUR TO EXPERIENCE NATURE AND HISTORY OF IZU 

PENINSULA: IZU TRAIL JOURNEY 2017 

1,500 participants will run 71km long trail from Matsuzaki to Shuzenji in December 10th 

The fifth edition of IZU TRAIL Journey will kick off in December 10th, 
following pre-race events in December 9th. Runners, including fifty from 
fifteen foreign countries and areas, are to depart from Matsuzaki harbor at 
6:00AM for a grand 71.7km tour on foot.  They will see Hozoin temple, 
Nihonsugi pass, and Izu mountain ridge trail, on their way to finish line at 
Shuzenji Sogo-Kaikan hall. This event is also expected for Izu Peninsula 
to be recognized as a destination for international outdoor enthusiasts.


Trailrunning as a way to get close to Izu Peninsula 

Izu Peninsula was born about 600 thousand years ago, as a result of collision of uplifted 
submarine volcanos with Honshu Island. Such geological dynamism brings broad diversity in 
natural environment, and resources for people living in this peninsula. Matsuzaki, a town on the 
south west coast of Izu, is the home of  Izu Adventure Race since 1999. Tatsuo Chiba, member 
of Izu Adveture Race organization, was looking for opportunity to get more people to Izu for 
outdoor activities since it was discontinued in 2006. Tatsuo remembers when he was at finish 
line of trailrunning race in Hakone, the neighborhood of Izu. "What if we could have such a big 
festivity with so many runners and spectators in Izu?" Tatsuo left from his job and moved back 
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to Izu to have his own business to get his dream true. In March 2013, the inaugural IZU TRAIL 
Journey took place with all help from local communities and Tsuyoshi Kaburaki, legendary 
trailrunner who won the race in Hakone on that day. 


Since then, Izu Peninsula is getting more popular destination for trailrunning, just 180km 
southwest from downtown Tokyo. To be a valuable part of Izu's tourism, IZU TRAIL Journey had 
discussed with various local business, national park authority, and natural environment activists. 
IZU TRAIL Journey 2017 is the fifth edition of event and should be a milestone of all these effort 
to "create new journey to know more of Izu Peninsula".


Reminiscence of volcano, hot spring owing to Kobo-Daishi, 
and witness of historical events 
The course of IZU TRAIL Journey runs through Izu Peninsula from south to north. The peninsula 
is registered as "Izu Peninsula Geopark", member of Japanese Geopark System, since 2012. If 
you run 71.5km course of IZU TRAIL Journey, you will visit some of "geosites", iconic geological 
heritage that is preserved as intact as possible. One example is Bentenjima Island in front of 
start line in Matsuzaki, ald fishermen's town. Lava from submarine volcano flew on the ocean 
floor formed this island. Another example is Mt. Daruma, which is in the middle of course and 
famous for its open wide view with Mt. Fuji and Southern Japan Alps. Mt. Daruma is old volcano 
formed after collision of Izu into Honshu Island.。


The race finishes at Shuzenji, famous for its hot spring and small town around it. The old 
episode from ancestors tells Kobo-Daishi, founder of Shingonshu, esoteric Buddhism chose 
here for his religious austerities in mountains. It is said that he found the source of hot spring one 
thousand years ago. Nihonsugi-Pass is known for way to Shimoda, major harbor on the tip of 
peninsula. The first US consulate general in Japan, Townsend Harris, made his way to Tokyo to 
negotiate with Shogun to open Japan to the world in the middle of nineteenth century.


Runners can enjoy these natural environment and history of Izu on 71.7km long trail of IZU 
TRAIL Journey, as well as racing hard to finish.


Promote Izu to the world for outdoor and sports activities 

It is definitely one major objective for us to promote the event and Izu Peninsula to the world. 
IZU TRAIL Journey is willingly to have more people from foreign countries. The one epic news of 
this year is that we have joined "Asia Trail Master" (ATM), international trail running circuit in 
Asia. This year, we are proud to host the final game of the year among all forty events. In 
addition to annual ranking leaders of ATM from Indonesia, we will have fifty international runners 
from France, USA, Thailand, and more. Another news is that we are proud to be a part of 
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"RaidLight Dream Trail Tour" (RDTT). RDTT is the global group of excellent events chosen by 
one of our official sponsor, RaidLight.


For more information, see our own website:


http://www.izutrailjourney.com


Press Contact 
Izu Trail Journey Operation Center

75 Shuzenji, Dot Tree Shuzenji PJ-01

Izu, Shizuoka, Japan 410-2416

Phone: +81-558-99-9118 (available 10AM-5PM on weekdays)

Fax: +81-558-72-8466

E-mail： info@izutrailjourney.com


http://izutrailjourney.com


Overview of IZU TRAIL Journey 
• Official name of the event: IZU TRAIL Journey 2017

• Date: 


• Saturday, December 9th: Runner check-in and pre-race briefing at Matsuzaki Town Environment Improvement 
Center


• Sunday, December 10th: Start at Matsuzaki New Port at 6AM, race finishes at Shuzenji Conference Hall and 
closes at 8PM.


• Course distance: 71.7km

• Accumulated vertical gain: 4,408mD+

• Cut-off time: 14 hours

• Award: Male top ten and female top 5 will be able to come back to next edition for free of charge.

• Registration fee: ¥19,500 JPY (incl. tax and insurance)

• Required Qualification: Finish longer than 30km trail running race at least once from June 1st of 2015 to the day of 

registration.

• Note


• To be registered as certified event of ITRA (International Trail Running Association)

• To be registered as qualified event for UTMB® application

• The final stage of Asia Trail Master 2017

• A member event of RaidLight Dream Trail Tour

• Trial race for Japanese delegates for IAU Trail World Chapionships 2018 in Penyagolosa Trails HG (Spain)


• Organized by Izu Trail Running Race

• Sponsored by:


• RaidLight, a division of Groupe Rossignol K.K.

• SAKAIYA SPORTS Inc.

• H+B Life Science Co.,Ltd., "Konaame"

• Matsumoto P&O Co., Ltd. (FUSION-FLEXI)
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• S-PULSE Dream Ferry Co.,Ltd. (Suruga Bay Ferry)

• Photocreate Co.,Ltd. (All Sports Community)

• JAPAN ENIX Co.,Ltd.

• Arist Co.,Ltd. (Medalist)

• Approad Co., Ltd. (SPORTS ENTRY)

• Shizuoka Prefecture East Region Sports & Trade Promotion Association


• Endorsed by:

•  Japan Tourism Agency, Shizuoka Prefecture, Numazu City, Kawazu Town, Izu Development Association, Izu 

Peninsula Geopark Development Association, Japan Forest Recreation Association, Kawazu Tourist Bureau, 
Matsuzaki Town Athletic Association, Nishiizu Town Athletic Association, Izu Hakone Railway Co., Tokai Bus 
Group


• Special Cooperation: Suzenji Nijinosato

• Race Director: Tatsuo Chiba 

• Course Director: Tsuyoshi Kaburaki
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